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Introduction 
by 

Professor Leslie Kemeny 
 

 
The writing of ‘Ecological Sustainability and the Nuclear Power Story’ 
by Dr Bernardine Atkinson is a much needed, timely and brave venture.  
It is the valuable project of an ecologist and communicator who over 
the past few years has become aware of the immense potential of the 
new energy supply paradigm for planet Earth - nuclear fission.  During 
the Twenty-first Century, civilian nuclear power will undoubtedly 
gradually replace our historical dependence on the chemical 
combustion of fossil fuels and become our primary source of base-load 
energy.  Indeed, it is providential that during a time of climate change, 
due partly to greenhouse gas production from fossil fuels, we are able to 
access the uranium, plutonium and thorium fuel cycles. 
 

Historical and philosophical reflections 
 
From the first use of fire by primitive man to the middle of our last 
century, the only fuels available to humanity for heat and work have 
been chemical.  For a long time, the primary fuel was wood and dung, 
then came peat and coal, and finally, oil and natural gas. 
 
Burned with oxygen in the air, these fuels, apart from direct solar heat 
and wind power, have been humanity’s primary source of energy.  
Through long use, they have seemed a natural and normal part of the 
world and a universal component of all creation.  In contrast, the recent 
employment of nuclear energy in electric power plants seems to many 
an abnormal and unnatural intrusion by technological man - a man-
made addition to the created order.  Seen in this way, nuclear energy 
and its products, such as radioactive wastes and plutonium, are looked 
upon by many as contrary to God's purpose and inherently, and 
irredeemably, evil. 
 
This way of judging the status of energy in creation is the result of 
limited perspective.  In the Universe, as a whole, the situation is just the 
reverse.  An ordinary fire is an extraordinarily and exceedingly rare and 
abnormal phenomenon.  It can occur only on a planet with long 
evolutionary history of living things creating an atmosphere containing 
free oxygen.  In our solar system it is only possible on Earth. 
 
Nuclear energy is the universal, common and natural kind of energy in 
creation as a whole.  Indeed, the other forms of energy are all derived 
from it.  All the wood, coal, oil and gas humans have ever burned came 



 

xii 

from our natural nuclear power plant, the sun - through photosynthesis 
- so too with water power and wind power.  Without realizing it, by 
commencing, this century, to generate electricity directly in nuclear 
power plants of our own design and construction, we are merely 
directly tapping the universal energy source for all of creation.  The so-
called ‘renewables’ are just ‘dilute and discontinuous’ derivatives of the 
real, nuclear nanotechnology. 
 
Planet Earth’s remaining hydrocarbons are a precious, non-renewable 
resource needed for future generations.  They have an assured role to 
play in the manufacturing, agricultural and pharmaceutical industries.  
Vision and informed realism dictate that in the energy field the 
hydrocarbon-producing giants should commence to invest in the 
uranium fuel cycle and all aspects of nuclear power generation.  Indeed, 
Australia's uranium miners should start showing interests in all areas of 
value-adding technology associated with the production of commercial 
grade nuclear fuel and the reprocessing and disposal of nuclear waste.  
Only in this way can Australia play a significant role in nuclear non-
proliferation and disarmament.  Within such a framework, the concept 
of nuclear fuel leasing, which I first presented to Canberra thirty years 
ago, would ensure that Australia played a dominant and ethical role in 
the energy supply industry of this millennium. 
 
When the first oil wells were sunk in Pennsylvania in the early 
Nineteenth Century, sincere and devout Christians were terrified that 
God's plan for the redemption of mankind would suffer because the fuel 
that so obviously fed the fires of hell would be prematurely exhausted 
and sinners would escape just retribution. 
 
In the American Congressional Record it was stated: 

 
A new source of power, which burns a distillate of 
kerosene called gasoline has been produced by a Boston 
engineer.  Instead of burning the fuel under a boiler, it is 
exploded inside the cylinder of an engine.  This so-called 
internal combustion engine may be used under certain 
conditions to supplement steam engines.  Experiments 
are under way to use an engine to propel a vehicle. 
 
This discovery begins a new era in the history of 
civilization.  It may some day prove to be more 
revolutionary in the development of human society than 
the invention of the wheel, the use of metals, or the steam 
engine.  Never in history has society been confronted with 
a power so full of potential danger and at the same time so 
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full of promise for the future of man and for the peace of 
the world. 
 
The dangers are obvious.  Stores of gasoline in the hands of 
the people interested primarily in profit would constitute a 
fire and explosive hazard of the first rank.  Horseless 
carriages propelled by gasoline engines might attain 
speeds of 14 or even 20 miles per hour.  The menace to our 
people of vehicles of this type hurtling through our streets 
and along our roads and poisoning the atmosphere would 
call for prompt legislative action even if the military and 
economic implications were not so overwhelming.  The 
Secretary of War has testified before us and has pointed 
out the destructive effects of the use of such a vehicle in 
battle.  Furthermore, the cost of producing it is far beyond 
the financial capacity of private industry, yet the safety of 
the nation demands that an adequate supply should be 
produced.  In addition, the development of this new power 
may displace the use of horses, which would wreck our 
agriculture...  The discovery with which we are dealing 
involves forces of a nature too dangerous for human beings 
to cope with. 

 
The petrochemical-burning era would seem to be ending with the same 
dire warnings and infamy it attracted when it commenced.  The 
quantum revolution in science and its application in quantum physics 
and quantum mechanics have made it antiquated technology.  
 

Pseudo-science and the human psyche 
 
Fear of the unknown and fear of change are part of the human psyche.  
The false belief that nuclear risks are greater than chemical and 
petrochemical risks is a major component of Australia’s fearful attitude 
towards nuclear energy.  Early in the Nineteenth Century, at the start of 
the Industrial Revolution, the rate of technological development must 
have proved daunting to many sectors of society.  At the start of the 
Twenty-first Century, likewise, the new energy paradigm - nuclear 
power - is creating its own coterie of socio-political opponents, 
environmental detractors and pseudo-scientific commentators. 
 
Just consider what a false assessment of nuclear risk could mean to 
many of our day-to-day activities!  And prepare yourself to confront the 
purveyors of nuclear gloom and doom with informed realism. 
 
For a start, in many large cities the value of real estate could rise and 
fall in accordance with the natural background radiation levels within 
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residential and business premises.  Unless these hazards are tempered 
with informed realism, a naturally high radon gas concentration – a 
common occurrence originating from local geology and the building 
materials used or the presence of natural gas for cooking and heating -
could adversely affect the value of any property.  Local Government 
departments could be forced to legislate against the occupancy of such 
buildings unless the owners complied with the same occupational 
health and safety standards as underground mines and installed air-
conditioning systems which keep the radon gas concentration to a 
prescribed level! 
 
Many years ago, a well-known television compere asked me to speak 
about and demonstrate the existence of ‘background radiation’ on his 
program.  As soon as I switched on my radiation counter in the large 
studio and started scanning the area with my detector, the staccato 
‘beeps’ indicating the inevitable presence of gamma radiation made 
some of the studio audience feel uneasy.  Five or six people sneaked out 
through the rear door before my presenter and I could reassure the 
remainder that measurements in their own homes would produce 
similar results and that the presence of such radiation was, in fact, as 
‘natural’ as it was inevitable. 
 
Some time later, following the Chernobyl nuclear incident in Ukraine, I 
visited a beautiful little island in the Dnieper River, near Kiev, to collect 
plant, soil and fruit samples and make environmental radioactivity 
measurements.  A kind Ukrainian family invited me into their home 
and garden.  They told me that even with total radiation dose levels 
some ten times higher than those that I had measured in the television 
studio, the World Health Organization radiation experts had allowed 
them to stay on in their residence on the island.  Over lunch my genial 
host, Dimitri, a youthful coal miner but already exhibiting the early 
signs of emphysema, told me that such radiation levels were common 
in the deepest parts of his coal mine.  He also volunteered the fact that 
most Ukrainians hate the air pollution caused by coal burning and 
consider the risks of energy production from coal far greater than 
those from nuclear fuel despite the serious nature of the Chernobyl 
accident. 
 
These two incidents are etched in my memory.  They show that risks 
are perceived through the human psyche and can only be correctly 
understood by those who undertake a measure of scientific inquiry and 
then exercise informed realism.  Without this, fear and emotional 
blackmail can govern our lives and there are some who are willing to 
use the incitement of fear to achieve control over the lives of 
individuals, communities, and even nations, to achieve socio-political 
goals. 
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Socio-politics and radical activism 

 
The ultimate weapon of the anti-nuclear activists is to try to establish 
some causal link between low-level radiation and cancer.  This false 
hypothesis forms the centerpiece of most ‘anti-nuclear’ campaigns.  It 
is a powerful way of frightening people and controlling community 
attitudes because it addresses basic issues of life and death and the 
welfare of future generations.  
 
Many anti-nuclear activists are willing to perpetrate scientific fraud and 
exercise emotional blackmail in order to create ‘radiation phobia’ in the 
minds of their audiences.  Some time ago, at a large seminar for 
university staff and students in which I participated, I heard a speaker 
try to convince hundreds of young people never to get married or 
contemplate having a family ‘because the gene pool of mankind was 
already irreparably damaged’ and went on to describe a bleak future 
for the human race because of developments in nuclear science and 
technology and the attendant production of radiation. 
 
In discussion and question time at the end of the lecture, I was able to 
state that there was strong scientific evidence that, not only did low-
level radiation not cause cancer, but it appears to have many beneficial 
effects for human health. 
 
I explained that the human body has many billions of cells and that 
each of these routinely undergoes around 200,000 DNA alterations 
each day through the action of free radicals, which are created by 
normal cellular metabolism.  This represents around 70 million 
alterations per annum.  I further stated that there are 60,000 different 
kinds of genes in the body and one of each gene is in each cell.  And as 
each kind of gene undergoes about 400,000 replication mutations each 
day, there are a total of 24 billion gene mutations daily in our bodies.  
Hence, a single DNA gene mutation, or the couple that can be genuinely 
attributed to natural radiation and low levels of radiation, is unlikely to 
cause cancer: if they did, human beings would not live for more than a 
few months! 
 
An annual dose of two milliSieverts of background radiation per annum 
causing, possibly, four DNA alterations per cell per annum, could not 
possibly adversely impact a system which normally undergoes around 
70 million alterations per annum.  The human body is well-protected 
from radiation-induced cancer by the in-built mechanism of cellular 
processes of DNA damage prevention, damage repair and damage 
removal.  Modern, established, nuclear science management is 
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organized and legally-bound to ensure that it does not present a hazard 
to the public or to its workers. 
 

Informed Realism and the nuclear millennium 
 
This new millennium will see the increasing use of nuclear science and 
technology in every field of human endeavor.  The immense benefits of 
radiation must be assessed on a scientific basis and with informed 
realism.  The global community would be wise to make an educational 
investment in this area and encourage young people to grasp the many 
professional challenges of a nuclear future.  It will be their task to 
eliminate unnecessary fear of radiation and to demonstrate that even 
very high levels of radiation can be managed with complete 
safety by appropriate design. 
 
The neglect of such a task would rob humankind of unique and 
important technologies in energy supply, fresh water production and 
space and marine propulsion.  It would hamper the development and 
uses of powerful and vital nuclear techniques in medicine, industry and 
environmental science.  The manipulative assessment of nuclear risk 
must not deprive humanity of these immense benefits. 
 
Bernardine Atkinson's book focuses on the outstanding attributes of the 
fissile fuels in the uranium, thorium and plutonium fuel cycles.  She is, 
indeed, correct.  These represent the new paradigms for energy supply 
on a planet on which the fossil fuels are rapidly depleting and, thereby, 
increasing in price.  This, coupled with the exponential increase in 
global population, indicates a potentially turbulent future, one possibly 
characterized by geo-political competition for basic resources such as 
energy and water. 
 
In her first letter, Bernardine analyses the lies which have originated 
from anti-nuclear activists as they try to deter or delay governments 
and private industry from endorsing and adopting clean, cheap and 
reliable nuclear power technology.  Part of this syndrome can be traced 
back to the ‘Cold War’ years when - under instructions from Moscow - 
many ‘pseudo-environmentalist’ organizations were formed with a 
clear mandate to stop or slow down the development of civilian nuclear 
power in The West.  Typically, ‘Friends of the Earth’ had its genesis in 
East Germany.  Intelligence suggests that at that time, high on its 
agenda, were physical and mortar bomb attacks on French nuclear 
power stations.  Similarly, Australia's ‘Green Socialist Alliance’ turned 
many innocently named ‘environmental’ meetings into platforms for 
anti-uranium mining and anti-technology propaganda.  An expose of 
these historical, deliberate forms of interference is warranted, mindful 
that similar obstructive ploys continue to be applied to this day.  The 
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true motivations behind the forces determined to escalate and propel 
the Australian populaces’ resistance to nuclear power will provide both 
interesting reading and lessons for our nation for generations to come. 
 
‘Sustainability’ is the major issue in Bernardine's second letter.  
Although the author is an ecologist and communicator and not an 
engineer, she is well able to demonstrate the immense life span of the 
nuclear energy resource.  With re-cycling and the fast breeder reactor, 
mixed-oxide fuels, the thorium cycle and high temperature gas-cooled 
reactors, fission technology will be available on the supply side to meet 
all industrial energy requirements and the personal demands of 
domestic energy users in an expanding population base for thousands 
of years.  And unlike ‘clean coal’ and ‘renewables’ the kilowatt-hour 
cost of nuclear energy will fall rapidly with increasing global usage 
to a point where it has no competitor. 
 
Political attacks on uranium mining and nuclear technology is the 
subject of Bernardine's third letter.  In Australia, the source of much of 
the anti-nuclear politicking comes from the fossil fuel ‘unions’ and 
other lobbyists, which makes life for the relevant Cabinet Ministers very 
difficult.  There is considerable folly in this as the societal need for all 
the hydrocarbons is expected to continue for hundreds of years.  It 
needs only to be re-stated, as was said in our opening paragraph that, 
for power production, the enormous energy density of the fission 
reaction has a huge advantage over the ‘dilute’ energy release from 
chemical combustion.  It is of equal importance to note that the 
volumetric waste production in the uranium fuel cycle is miniscule 
and easily containable and controllable compared to the greenhouse gas 
emission problems and ‘carbon footprint’ resulting from combustion 
processes. 
 
For readers with little or no scientific background, Bernardine's book 
ends with an historically important document and important facts 
pertaining to nuclear power matters.  Readers will be able to 
understand why Australian uranium will provide a ‘Greenhouse 
Friendly Fuel for an Energy Hungry World’ and, so, become confident 
that nuclear powered electricity should rightfully take its place at home 
as well as abroad. 
 
Professor Leslie George Kemeny,  
Lithgow, New South Wales, 2008. 
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Letter One 

 Nuclear power matters! 

 

An open letter to the Australian people 

 

My Dear Fellow Australians, 

I have not known how to alert you to an amazing and embarrassing 

manipulation of our nation in relation to the issue of nuclear power 

generation except by putting pen to paper and using the ‘freedom of the 

press’ to express this voice of informed dissent. I shall endeavour to 

have this information published in a series of letters or in a little 

booklet for you to consider. 

 

To commence: Australia is losing billions of dollars each day and has 

been since the early nineteen seventies because we abandoned 

developing nuclear powered electricity production, fail to enrich 

uranium and discontinued national research on nuclear power issues. 

We have been hugely misled on this issue: nuclear power is safe, 

clean and sustainable, eminently manageable and the small 

amount of waste can be disposed of safely.  If we redress this 

situation concurrent with ecologically sustainable development 

principles (particularly bio-diverse, biomass replenishment), we will, 

undoubtedly, become the wealthiest nation on Earth; electricity will 

cost much less than the current cost; coal will not be burnt but will, 

instead, be used to create the polymers required for hydrogen gas 

containment and, consequently, tremendous new sustainable industries 

can be developed.  Our future is incredibly bright and the prosperity of 

our region assured if we, as a nation, come to grips with not only the 

substance of our nation’s duping on nuclear matters, but how it could 

possibly have happened so very effectively. 

 

We, all Australians, except for the few who have seriously studied this 

issue (and too often they have been either public servants unable to 

speak openly because of the confidentiality clauses associated with 

their employment, or nuclear scientists who usually only communicate 

with their peers), have been misled on several significant fronts.  I am 
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inclined to call them ‘The Eight Lies Plus Three’, but in fact, they are 

misrepresentations, or they represent half-truths, distortions, 

misconceptions or myths. 

 

Firstly, we are told that the uranium resource is finite (a fifty-year 

mine-able commodity) and so nuclear power is not sustainable.  

 

Secondly, depleted uranium, uranium-238, is a waste product, only 

0.7 percent of the uranium oxide is valuable: the unstable uranium-235 

isotope. 

 

Thirdly, we are advised that nuclear power is so dangerous it cannot 

be managed. 

 

Fourthly, we are told that uranium enrichment produces plutonium 

and plutonium is feedstock for nuclear weapons and so we should be 

terrified (and we are) and this has petrified debate on the adoption of 

nuclear power. 

 

Fifthly, we are told that a nuclear power plant could explode like a 

bomb and that the Chernobyl hazard remains in every power plant. 

 

Sixthly, we are told that radiation of any form is harmful to our bodies 

and will cause cancers and mutations.  

 

Seventhly, we are told that waste is unmanageable. 

 

Eighthly, we are told that plutonium and uranium will emit dangerous 

radiation for hundreds of thousands of years and so will be forever 

hazardous. 

 

Finally, we have elected Members of the Federal Parliament who have 

presented as bona fide ‘in our nation’s interest’ three positions that, 

though rhetorically plausible, are incorrect and reflect the amazing level 

of manipulation and duplicity surrounding the issue of nuclear power 

generation in the heart of our policy-making and political arenas.  I will 

attend to these particular points in greater depth later, but let me 

assure you that all of the positions, one to eight, described above, are 
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either false or represent a significant distortion or omission of the 

truth.  

 

Almost the entire nation has fallen prey to what would appear to be a 

combination of general ignorance, misinformation and deliberate 

propaganda.  The reason for the duplicity is that uranium is, not only of 

inestimable worth, it is invaluable.  There have been smart, vested 

interests making the truth about nuclear matters totally obscure.   The 

nation has very probably been subjected to deliberate propaganda, 

designed to create and perpetuate fear of anything nuclear, to ensure 

that this incredibly rare resource is exported from our lands – even in 

its entirety.  We are now being alerted to this situation by a genuinely 

disinterested researcher, who is, fortunately, a daughter of pioneers and 

a passionate advocate for Australia and her people’s well-being. 

 

These eight misrepresentations, plus three rhetorical positions, lead me 

to the final point I would like to make through the question, how could 

this situation possibly have happened?  I have some ideas of my own, 

but there will be other, more experienced and adroit intellects who will 

be able to help articulate the reasons for this failure of national 

intelligence, governance and academia, and hopefully, help provide the 

solutions to take us and our entire nation out of the morass of 

confusion and misinformation that has seen us become the laughing 

stock of the sophisticated, developed world.  The political 

bequeathment of the last thirty-plus years has proved to be a self-

fulfilling prophecy:  Australia has become a genuine ‘banana republic’. 

 

 

The first lie 

 

The first position  (the uranium resource is finite and so nuclear power 

is not sustainable) is the most serious myth and the truth is so well 

disguised that it has taken several months of considered reading and 

thinking for the reality and the implications of the real situation to 

become apparent. 

 

That uranium ore is finite and rare is true, but that it is therefore not a 

sustainable future fuel is a total fabrication.  Uranium will provide 


